I. INTRODUCTION
Motorists, over the years, have tried to socialize in many ways while traveling on roadways. Today, it is quite common to see motorists engaging in cell phone conversations or calling in to their favorite radio talk shows. Alternately, CB Radio provides an avenue for multiple people to socialize, while on the road. For a time, it was very popular, but became a victim of its own success. CB channels were often intolerably noisy making meaningful communication difficult, due to the large numbers of users trying to occupy CB Radio frequencies during the 1970s and early 1980s [1] .
Multiparty Vo ice Communication (MVC) systems, such as CB Radio and modem telephone conferencing systems, enable small groups of people to participate in real-time, simultaneous conversations. The main problem with current MVC systems is that they do not allow meaningful voice based communication to scale to large numbers of users. This is of particular concern for U.S. highway scenarios, where the typical traffic densities average 40 -50 vehicles per mile per lane under normal conditions and grow to as much as 185 -250 vehicles per mile per lane under peak congestion conditions [2] . To handle social communication on today's congested roadways, MVC systems must be able to scale to large user groups.
Multiparty group formation and discovery is another problem in current MVC systems. For example, CB Radio provides no support for motorists to discover others with whom to socialize. Since CB Radio is broadcast-based and utilizes well-known channels, anyone who is within broadcast range can join a channel and a conversation, without restriction. Unfortunately, open channels are a poor substitute for social group discovery and formation.
Online Social Networks (OSNs) such as MySpace [3] , Facebook [4] , and Linkedln [5] allow people with common interests to discover each other, come together, and socialize in groups. Recently proposed by us, Vehicular Social Net works (VSNs) [6] , a form of OSN on roadways, take advan tage of motorist mobility patterns (e.g., daily commuting of motorists) to discover and form social networks of motorists. In the VSN model, roadways provide a sufficient, local, and regular concentration of people, while a VSN provides the conduit for motorists to form groups and socialize with each other.
In this paper, we present RoadSpeak, a VSN-based sys tem that allows large groups of motorists to socialize and communicate with each other by automatically joining Voice Chat Groups (VCGs) formed along popular roadways. Aside from interests, on which traditional OSNs rely, a RoadSpeak group enforces time and location in its profile definition, which may limit membership to specified roadways and time slots. A RoadSpeak VCG profile is defined by a group owner when the VCG is created and users are admitted to the groups based upon matches between user and VCG profiles.
We have implemented a prototype RoadSpeak system. A client runs on a user's smart phone and geo-matches her location with the VCGs in which she is interested. The user is then automatically logged on to one of her groups of interest, and can participate in that group's discussion via voice chat. In a traditional MVC system, audio collisions effectively limit the number of active participants in a group, occurring when participants speak simultaneously or when one participant is interrupted by another. Such collisions increase the frustration level of participants, because they slow the rate of progress in the conversation and force par ticipants to repeat their messages at the next opportunity. To enable scaling to large voice chat groups, RoadSpeak allows individual participants to submit voice chat messages in an interruption-free manner. In this way, multiple participants may submit messages concurrently, thereby eliminating audio collisions. These voice chat messages are interleaved by the RoadSpeak server and transmitted to all clients. The server implements a flow control mechanism, by stopping clients from sending more messages when the queue is full. The server ensures that messages arrive at clients reliably and in the same order.
To evaluate the performance of RoadSpeak, we have performed a small-scale field trial consisting of four drivers commuting on a common route. We have also built an MVC simulator to compare the performance of RoadSpeak with that of a traditional conference call system. The results of our evaluation demonstrate that RoadSpeak scales to large groups of users beyond what can reasonably be accommo dated in more traditional MVC systems, while providing similar system performance.
In summary, we make the following three contributions in this paper:
• We present the design and prototype implementation of RoadSpeak, a VSN-based multiparty voice commu nication system that enables the scaling of roadway based voice chat groups to large numbers of users.
• We present the results of an experimental evalua tion using our RoadSpeak prototype. These results demonstrate that RoadSpeak completely prevents audio collisions through voice chat message buffering and collision-free communication, thereby enabling sub stantial improvements to MVC scalability.
• Finally, we describe a novel MVC simulator, de veloped by us. Using this simulator, we evaluate the scalability and performance of RoadSpeak against more traditional MVC models, and present the results of this evaluation.
II. MULTIPARTY VOICE COMMUNICATION
Multiparty Voice Communication (MVC) has been ex tensively investigated over the past 40 years, most recently under Massively Multiplayer Online Game (MMOG) scenar ios. In a typical MVC system, speech samples are collected from an audio device, compressed, broken into packets, and transmitted to the receiver. At the receiver, the speech samples are retrieved, decompressed, reassembled, and sent to the audio device for playback.
Today, a number of MVC systems exist as commer cially and freely available products. Push to Talk over Cellular (PIT PoC) [7] is a service option for cellular phone networks that permits subscribers to use their phones as walkie-talkies. DT-Talkie [8] enables PTT PoC com munications over infrastructure-less and latency-challenged environments by employing a DTN [9] architecture. Sim Phony [10] presents a mobile voice communication system built on a PDA, which supports one-to-one or one-to many communication with voice messages. TeamSpeak [11] and Ventrilo [12] are popular Internet-based MVC systems frequently used under MMOG scenarios.
Most social settings that involve sizeable groups of people are also likely to involve significant numbers of simultane ous speakers. Researchers have revealed significant periods when several participants were simultaneously generating audio traffic [13] , [14] . In general, voice patterns in MVC scenarios consist of talkspurts and silence periods. Farber et al. [15] show that talk spurt periods follow an exponen tial distribution in traditional telephony, while Papp and GauthierDickey [16] demonstrate that talkspurts follow a Weibull Distribution.
To better understand the patterns of collision rates in multi-party communication scenarios, we use three sets of traces from real multi-party IRC (Internet Relay Chat) text chatting sessions [17] . I The total size of the traces we analyzed is over 2 MB, consisting of 13.5 hours and 10747 lines of text-chat sessions. For our analysis, we define a col lision under text-chat to have occurred when multiple users communicate within the same (short-scale) time window (the collision time window). Using this definition for a collision, we scan the text-chat session traces sequentially to determine where collisions occur. Figure 1 presents the results of our analysis. For each trace, we plot the regression curve for the number of collisions as we vary the number of actively participating users (denoted as active users). Since there is no notion of a session within the text-chat traces, we are unable to determine directly who the active users are. So, we define an active user as a person who communicates a minimum of 5 times during a 10 minute period. The collision time window used to generate the results is shown in the figure is 1 second long. 
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From the figure, we observe that for each set of traces, as the number of active users scales from 5 to 30, the number of collisions increases from 5 to 40. For each trace set, the plotted regression curve shows a clear positive correlation between number of active users and collisions. Although this may be acceptable in a text-chat scenario, such a trend would quickly become intolerable in a traditional MVC scenario.
III. FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW
To illustrate the RoadSpeak concept, this section provides an example RoadSpeak scenario. This scenario is only one of a number of possible use cases and it is chosen to demon strate how a typical user, Joe, might utilize RoadSpeak. 2 Joe, a RoadSpeak user who currently participates in a Vo ice Chat Group (VCG) during his afternoon commute home, would like to start participating in a new VCG during his daily morning commute. From his home computer, he goes to the RoadSpeak portal, logs on using his account, and browses through the various VCGs available along the route he takes between home and work. He chooses to join a sports talk group active on his work route between 6 AM and 8 AM, since he is usually on the highway from 6:30 AM -7: 15 AM. Finally, he verifies that he has the most recent version of the RoadSpeak client installed on his smart phone.
The next morning, Joe gets into his car, sets his smart phone in its cradle, and puts on his hands-free kit. As he travels to work, the RoadSpeak client running on his smart phone tracks his location via the built-in GPS receiver, and when he enters the highway at 6:32 AM, the client contacts a RoadSpeak server and automatically adds Joe to the VCG. Joe receives an audible alert from his phone, notifying him that he is joining the chat group. He introduces himself to the group and begins listening to the current sports talk voice chat messages that his RoadSpeak client receives from the server. As he listens, he is happy to note that he is familiar with a number of the other participants who also belong to his regular afternoon VCGs.
After a while, Joe intervenes and speaks to the group. The RoadSpeak client captures and transmits his voice message to the server. As the server continues to send out messages in the sequence it receives them, it sends Joe's message to the other participants in the group. Fran and Harry both hear Joe's question to the group and respond, about the same time. Under a typical MVC system, this would lead to an audio collision. Under RoadSpeak, it does not, since the messages are buffered at the clients and sent to the server once completed. The server serializes the messages into a sequential ordering and transmits them individually to the other group participants. Finally, as Joe leaves the highway, the RoadSpeak client running on his smart phone detects his departure and notifies him that he will leave the sports talk 2Beyond this example, there are many other possible scenarios in which RoadSpeak could be found useful to a motorist (e. g. , during an emergency, or to communicate interesting observances, etc.). chat group, shortly. Joe transmits a farewell message to the group and continues along his route to work. 3 
IV. SY STEM DESIGN
A. RoadSpeak Overview Figure 2 illustrates the paths of voice chat messages in RoadSpeak. RoadSpeak clients send voice messages to the server over the network. The RoadSpeak server buffers incoming messages and transmits them to the other VCG participants. This buffering of messages at the server decou pies the sender from the receivers, such that once a message has been submitted by a speaker, it is guaranteed to reach any actively logged in clients, ensuring message delivery.
The overall design of RoadSpeak is guided by two goals. The first goal is to increase the scalability of MV C by providing interruption-free communication. The second goal is to enable a consistent user experience by enforcing fair and equal access to the voice chat channel.
RoadSpeak clients send voice messages to the server through a wireless network (1) . The server, after receiving messages from clients, transmits the messages to all clients in the voice chat group (2). RoadSpeak provides interruption-free multiparty voice communication by enabling voice chat participants to submit messages whenever they like, and buffering voice chat messages. Once submitted, these messages are sequentially ordered by the RoadSpeak server, and delivered to Road Speak clients in order, for playback. With RoadSpeak, there can never be audio collisions.
To enable a consistent user experience, RoadSpeak en forces quotas on participant speaking time. This ensures that all participants are allowed a fair share of the voice chat channel, preventing any one user from dominating a group. A Quota Manager controls both a user's total speaking time and the individual lengths of each message sent by a user. RoadSpeak also provides an application-level flow-control mechanism. From the perspective of the RoadSpeak server, this flow-control mechanism is used to adjust the message rates of clients. From the client perspective, flow-control allows a participant to discard recently created messages, prior to transmission.
B. RoadSpeak Architecture
The RoadSpeak architecture is shown in Figure 3 and is composed of two main components: the RoadSpeak server and client. The server handles authentication, access control, flow control, and message delivery. The client software, once downloaded and installed on a smart phone, handles all message capture and playback functions. Finally, there is a web portal through which a user connects to organize the groups they own, create new groups, and join existing groups owned by others. In the following subsections, we will describe each component in more detail.
r-u;;;I � RoadSpeak clients can use their browsers to access web server (0). Authentication service handles user authentication (1) . (2), (3) and (4) handle group admission and chatting procedure. 
C. RoadSpeak Smart Phone Client
The RoadSpeak client was developed to be downloaded to smart phones, carried by users. The client software, after a successful log in, periodically reads a user's GPS location and automatically joins the user into an appropriate group, based upon the set of groups she has selected (from the web interface), her present location, and the current time. To do so, RoadSpeak performs geo-matching, which is further discussed in Section VIII-B.
The RoadSpeak client maintains three message queues, as shown in Figure 3 : (i) the send queue, (ii) the receive queue, and (iii) the control queue. These queues are used to buffer outgoing voice messages, incoming voice messages, and flow control messages, respectively. As in other MVC systems, voice audio data is captured by the client through the smart phone microphone. Unlike other MVC systems, though, RoadSpeak buffers the voice data as messages,
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which are placed into the send queue to be reliably sent to the RoadSpeak server. This also allows a user to discard a newly captured message, prior to transmission. Any new voice messages received by a client are placed on the receive queue. The Vo ice Playback thread selects messages from the receive queue for playback to the user based upon the server determined message playback schedule. This ensures that messages are played back to all users in the same order. Additionally, the RoadSpeak server can send pause and resume messages to clients. These higher priority messages are placed in the client control queue. A pause directs a client to cease all message sending to the server and a resume notifies the client to begin sending, once again.
D. RoadSpeak Server
The RoadSpeak server includes an Authentication Service and a Voice Chat Service, which are also shown in Figure 3 . All persistent users and group data is stored in a database and accessed by both the Authentication Service and the Voice Chat service.
Authentication Service: Users can browse the RoadSpeak web server to create an account in the system ((1) in Figure 3 ) and log in. Both user account creation and login authentication are handled over a secure web protocol (i.e., HTTPS) by the User Manager.
A voice chat group is defined by its location and time interval (e.g., lOAM-12PM). Groups also have specific char acteristics, such as public or private, open or moderated, and hidden or advertised. Public groups are open to all users, while private groups are restricted via access control. In an open group, members are free to chat, but in a moderated group, the group owner can restrict who may submit audio messages to the group. A hidden group is not publicly visible, while advertised groups are visible to all. Admission to a group is handled by the Group Manager.
Voice Chat Service: When a RoadSpeak client connects to a RoadSpeak server via TCPIIP ((2) in Figure 3 ), the Con nection Handler spawns a new Admission Control Handler (ACH) and hands the connection to the ACH to perform Admission Control ((3) in Figure 3 ). Once the user drives within the location of a group she has previously registered with, the ACH hands the client connection off to the Channel Handler for the requested group ((4) in Figure 3) .
A Channel Handler spawns one thread per client connec tion. All Channel Handlers share a global data structure, called the Message Queue. Messages in the Message Queue are maintained in the order in which they were received and are sent out to clients in order. The Receiver Handler puts each newly received message into the Message Queue and the Channel Handler is responsible to send all messages on the Message Queue to its associated client.
V. IMPLEMENTATION AND FIELD TRIAL

A. Implementation
The RoadSpeak server is developed in Java and the client is a J2ME Midlet for Nokia N95 smart phones. The client can use either 3G or WiFi connectivity to access the server. The web portal provides group and user maintenance, and management functionality, and is developed using PHP and Javascript, for the Apache2 web server. RoadSpeak groups associated with a certain region are returned to a visualiza tion service that displays the regions using the Google maps API with the JMaki toolkit. Screenshots of the web portal and the smart phone client are presented in Figure 4 
B. Field Trial
We perform a field trial with real users, to better un derstand the system performance and human interactions in RoadSpeak. Our field trial consists of four participants (colleagues in our lab), each of whom was equipped with a Nokia N95 smart phone with 3G Internet access. The par ticipants were briefly trained on how to use the RoadSpeak system. The experiment was performed when the whole group went to a restaurant for a celebratory dinner. While driving to the destination, the participants used RoadSpeak for communicating to each other. Dataset Characteristics: The entire experimental trace con sists of 72 voice messages over a duration of 1200 seconds. The combined speaking time (silence periods removed) is 514 seconds, and the average number of messages per user is 18. The maximum message length is 27 seconds and the average message length is 7 seconds, and most messages are between 4 and 7 seconds long.
To better understand human conversation patterns in the RoadSpeak system, we plot the speaking and playback message durations for the field study trace. the time series plot for the trace period of 800 to 1200 seconds. We choose this period since it is the most active period of the trace. For each individual graph, the y-axis represents the user identifier number, e.g. a peak at y = 1 denotes that user 1 is speaking. When y = 0, all users are silent. Finally, the elapsed session time is shown along the x-axis. Figure 5 (a) presents the speaking time for all users, while each of the four subplots of Figure 5 (b) presents the speaking time for an individual user (y = -1) and the message playback times (y > 0) for all users.
From Figure 5 (a), we observe that audio collisions occur whenever multiple lines overlap. Although this is only a four-user experiment, we observe that there are numerous audio collisions. As we will demonstrate through simulation in Section VII, when the number of users increases beyond four, audio collisions occur much more frequently.
From Figure 5 (b), we observe the beneficial effects of collision-free communication provided by RoadSpeak. For the y > 0 section of each subplot, we see that there are no occurrences of overlapping lines. We also observe, by comparing the y > 0 and y < 0 sections of each subplot, that users are free to submit new voice messages, without causing interruptions to the flow of the voice-chat session.
VI. ROADS PEAK EVALUATION
The goal of this evaluation is to study the performance of RoadSpeak, addressing the following two questions:
• What is the base performance of RoadSpeak under typ ical client workload with different network connectivity (Section VI-A)?
• How does the performance of RoadSpeak scale as more clients are added to the system, under more realistic workload (Section VI-B)?
We perform two types of experiments in evaluating Road Speak: single client microbenchmarks and multiple client emulation. For our emulation platform, we used a Intel Dual Core 1.86GHz Linux PC with 1 GB of RAM.
A. Single Client Microbenchmarks
The single client microbenchmark experiments measure the performance of RoadSpeak running over a 3G cellular network (Verizon lxEVDO), as well as a WiFi network (802.11g). We define the end-to-end message transmission latency as the time taken to transmit a message from one RoadSpeak client to another RoadSpeak client through the RoadSpeak server. We measure the latency to transmit a 1-second long message, and a 5-second long message. Each result reported is the mean of 10 measurements. The average message transmission latency over WiFi and 3G network connections is reported in Table I .
B. Multiple Client Emulation
For the multiple client emulation experiments we use a set of scripted RoadSpeak clients with synthetically generated Visualization of a four user RoadSpeak conversation. The x-axis is elapsed time (sec). In (a), a line with y = n represents the time when User n is speaking. In (b), a line with y = n represents message playback time from speaker n, and y = -1 represents when the respective user speaks. workload (around 5 messages per minutes), to evaluate how the server and client queues scale. We ported RoadSpeak to pes for this set of experiments, and emulate 3G and WiFi network connections by injecting a synthetic delay before transmission and reception of every message.
In the first experiment, we fix the number of speaking clients to 10. From Figure 6 , we observe that the effect of message length on the overall message transmission latency is linear. Apart from short, normal, and long messages, we also consider a mixed workload scenario where each message is chosen to be short, normal, or long with equal probability. Since long messages dominate the transmission time, the mixed workload scenario shows similar results as the long message scenario. Message transmission delay can be further broken down into four components: (i) server queue delay, (ii) client send queue delay, (iii) client receive queue delay, and (iv) propagation delay.
To evaluate the impact that increasing the number of speaking clients has on message transmission latency, we fix the message length to the worst case value, i.e., long messages, and vary the number of clients from 2-30 speak ers. From Figure 7 , we observe that message latency initially grows linearly until the number of users is increased to 10, then grows sub-linearly. Since the rate of message playback for a client is fixed, once the workload approaches this capacity, system performance stabilizes.
Finally, from both Figures 6 and 7, we observe that the overall message transmission time is dominated by the client receive queue time. This is the duration of time that messages are buffered in the receiver before playback. The RoadSpeak prototype allows clients the ability to control the client message queue in two ways. First, it allows a sender to cancel a message, if the sender realizes that she no longer wants to send out a particular message. Second, a receiver may skip a message, for example, an uninteresting message or if the receiver's queue is too long. The results in Figures 6  and 7 represent the worst case system performance, and clients never cancel or skip messages.
From the results of these experiments, the client receive queue delay appears, at first, to be very large when compared to a what a person would experience in a typical conference call. In fact, though, when comparing RoadSpeak queue times and conference call waiting times, we have to also consider that a conference call does not allow a users to concurrently submit messages. Instead, a user will buffer her messages in her head, while waiting for her turn to speak. RoadSpeak, on the other hand, allows a user to speak her messages as they occur to her, and edit them while they are still buffered in queue. In Section VII-B, we show a comparison between conference calls and RoadSpeak in terms of the time it takes to have a message heard by all other parties on the call, which we believe to be the most relevant metric to understand the actual user experience.
VII. SIMULATION STUDY
The performance of RoadSpeak depends on various fac tors, including the number of users, behavior characteristics of users, human-driven flow control and system-initiated flow control. To better understand the impact of each of these factors, we build a model of human conversation to feed into an MVC simulator. We use this simulator to compare the performance of RoadSpeak with traditional MVC systems, which we refer to as conference calls. Note that we do not simulate network conditions since we want to compare the base-case (ideal) performance of RoadSpeak with other multiparty voice communication systems.
A. MV C Simulator
There are two approaches to building an MVC simulator, a micro-simulator that takes into account each participant's speaking pattern and interactions among the participants, or a macro-simulator that uses aggregate statistics about the conversations. We build a micro-simulator because we are interested in the etlects of interruption-free communication on the experience of individual users. 
1) Simulation Parameters:
• The talkspurt period: (ON period, or message length) This parameter represents the length of talkspurt and follows a Weibull distribution. A talkspurt period fol lows and is followed by a silence period.
• The silence period: (OFF period) This parameter repre sents the length of each silence period and also follows a Weibull distribution. A silence period similarly fol lows and is followed by a talk spurt period.
• Aggressiveness: This is an adaptive parameter that defines the willingness of a speaker to intervene in the current conversation. Each speaker is given an initial aggressiveness probability generated as a uniformly random value between 0 and 1. If a speaker loses a collision round, her aggressiveness is increased as a function of her current aggressiveness. Once a speaker completes her current message, her aggressiveness is reset to its original value.
Talkspurts and silence period modeling: Prior research on multiparty communication suggests that the distribution followed by talkspurts and silence periods follows a Wei bull distribution [16] . We analyzed the logs from our field trial (described in Section V-B) and confirmed that the talkspurts and silence periods fit a Wei bull distribution. We use the parameters from Papp and GauthierDickey [16] for confer ence calls, and compute the best-fit parameters empirically from our field trial for RoadSpeak. Table II lists the best fit parameters we derived for talkspurt and silence periods, as well as the parameters we use for conference calls. The model shows some interesting trends in human conversation patterns while driving. For example, 90% of talk spurts are shorter than 11 seconds, whereas 90% of silence periods are shorter than 117 seconds. Silence periods are much longer than talkspurts because during driving, people need to concentrate on the road ahead, watch traffic lights, etc. A simulation begins by defining number _of-speakers in the conversation. Each speaker is assigned an aggressiveness value. The length of talkspurt and silence are generated from a Wei bull distribution. We assume that at any second, only one speaker can occupy the channel.
2) Simulation Scenarios: RoadSpeak, RoadSpeak w/o Flow Control, and Conference Call are simulated. 5 In a conference call scenario, when Joe intends to speak, he first checks the channel to see if another user is speaking. If Tom is speaking, Joe checks if he is more aggressive than Tom. If so, he stops Tom and starts speaking, otherwise he goes back to waiting until he has the next chance to speak. It is unlikely for someone to interrupt a speaker when he has just started to speak. We therefore define a parameter speaking_constraint_time, which allows the current speaker to continue speaking for speaking_constrainctime seconds before he can be interrupted by other speakers.
In each scenario, we vary the number of speakers from 2 to 30. For each test, we mark half of the speakers as ag gressive speakers and the other half as passive speakers. We chose 30 as the maximum group size since the conversation patterns are revealed at and beyond 20 speakers per group. In the Conference Call scenario, more than 80% of the voice chat messages were interrupted by others when the number of speaker in the group is beyond 10, which makes it very difficult for a speaker to complete a message. .!:'.. From Figure 8 we observe that, for all three scenarios, as the number of speakers increases, message completion time increases. The time for RoadSpeak, as well as Conference Call, increases linearly, while RoadSpeak w/o Flow Control increases dramatically after the number of speakers in the group exceeds 15. RoadSpeak performs better than Confer ence Call in all cases. RoadSpeak also performs better than RoadSpeak w/o Flow Control beyond 15 speakers, due to the fact that flow control enables stable scaling, preventing server overload and subsequent performance degradation.
Finally, we compare the message completion rates for the three scenarios in Figure 9 . From the figure we observe that, as the number of speakers in a group increases, both Road Speak cases demonstrate a higher message completion rate than Conference Call (beyond 5 speakers). As the number of speakers increases, the rate of audio collisions for Con ference Call also increases, causing the message completion rate to drop dramatically. RoadSpeak also consistently out performs RoadSpeak w/o Flow Control, maintaining a higher message completion rate, throughout. Finally, the message completion rate for both RoadSpeak cases is ultimately limited by the size of the client receive queue capacity, once the rate of concurrent message generation exceeds 60 seconds worth of messages generated per minute.
VIII. DISCUSSION
A. RoadSpeak vs. Conference Call Systems
RoadSpeak allows interruption-free communication, and employs voice message buffering and flow control to enable the system to scale to large groups. On the other hand, classical MVC systems, such as conference call systems, allow audio collisions, and shift the onus onto the speakers (or a human moderator, if available) to resolve these col lisions. There is an inherent tradeoff between RoadSpeak and conference call systems. The interruption-free model employed by RoadSpeak can often result in out-of-order conversations, since old messages may remain in the system. This is because the RoadSpeak server, unlike a human moderator, cannot understand the semantics of a message. Conference calls, on the other hand, do not scale well and can experience high collision rates with large groups. We be lieve that this tradeoff brings RoadSpeak and conference call systems to different domains. RoadSpeak is more applicable for entertainment or socializing purposes by large numbers of users, while conference call systems are more suitable for business usage with a limited number of participants.
Motorists need to focus on the road while they are driving, so the system cannot expect users to manually select a VCG group. To aid a motorist, geo-matching and spatial-temporal enforcement mechanisms are used to: (i) provide automatic group joining, and (ii) only let valid users currently driving on the proper roadway join a group constrained to that roadway. When a user logs into the RoadSpeak system from her smart phone, the RoadSpeak client connects to the server to retrieve the waypoints for each group that user has registered and stores the waypoints in an R-Tree in local smart phone storage. Periodically, the RoadSpeak client reads GPS locations and compares these coordinates with the waypoints stored in the R-Tree to determine if the motorist's current location matches the spatial-locality preferences of any of her preferred groups. When a match occurs, the client automatically joins the user to the group. Unwanted messages such as advertisements and spam is another potential issue in RoadSpeak. Reputation systems are often useful in large online communities in which users may frequently have the opportunity to interact with other users they have no prior experience with. In such a situation, it is helpful to base the decision whether or not to interact with that user on the prior experiences of other users. Reputation systems may also be coupled with an incentive system to reward good behavior and punish bad behavior. RoadSpeak can establish and utilize a reputation system to prevent unwanted messages. Users of RoadSpeak can be assigned with reputations at the beginning. Low ratings from other users may diminish his reputation. When the reputation of a user is below a threshold, RoadSpeak should not publish the messages from him, or should revoke his admission to the group. We leave the addition of a reputation system for RoadSpeak as future work.
D. Driver Distraction
Although it is important to consider the safety of drivers who use cell phones while driving, we believe that, with advances in automated vehicular control (e.g., automatic cruise control, obstacle avoidance, etc.), this issue will be diminished in the near future. We consider detailed discus sion about this topic to be out of the scope for this paper.
IX. CONCLUSION
RoadSpeak is a mobile mUltiparty voice communication system that allows motorists to socialize with each other along popular roadways based upon their interests. We implemented a prototype of RoadSpeak for smart phones, as well as a custom MVC simulator for comparing the scalability of our system with traditional MVC systems. Our experimental results show that the use of voice chat message buffering and interruption-free communication allows Road Speak to scale to large groups of users.
